
Study Skills Sampler # 2: Taking Savvy Lecture Notes in Dr. Levine’s Courses
Most  teachers  will  give you some idea of the structure of their  lectures,  some will  give you
outlines, terms, and/or PowerPoint presentations, and supplementary materials. You should get into
the habit of previewing what the topic area of the lecture will be, or if a study guide is available,
you can directly prepare for the lecture.  

To prepare for a lecture with a Study Guide given by Dr. Levine, you can take three steps for better
lecture comprehension:

Tip #1. Read any Assigned material before the lecture and review Course Resources  
Whether the material is textbook or supplementary, it may enhance the lecture in an intellectual
or factual way. In addition, there are carefully selected resources in the Student Resources page on
Dr. Levine’s Web site, and oftentimes on course Canvas pages.

Tip #2. Preview the outline of the lecture and terms by asking questions of the structure and terms.

Create a dialogue in your mind for the Lecture Outline and Terms.  

Example of Analyzed Lecture Outline:
Lecture Title: The Industrial Revolution [Excerpts]  

I. Heart of the Industrial Revolution: Great Britain 
A). General Conditions of the Industrial Revolution 
B). The Industrial Revolution in Great Britain 

1. The Role of Agriculture
2. The Role of Capital
3. The Role of Technology, Entrepreneurs & Factories
4. The Role of Government

II. Other Revolutions of Industry
B). The Meiji Restoration

III. From Idols of Production to Idols of Consumption

Potential  Inner  Dialogue: When  you  see  that  a  lecture  on  the  Industrial  Revolution
includes headings such as "The Industrial Revolution in Great Britain," "General Conditions
of the Industrial  Revolution,"  and "The Industrial  Revolution in Meiji  Japan,"  then you
might dwell on the structure before the lecture is delivered, "Well, it looks like she may
make some comparison between Great Britain and Japan."  It seems as if there are four
elements key to the Great Britain industrialization starting with the role of agriculture,
(section I-A-1). Will those factors be used to examine Japan?  The Conclusion (section III)
looks like it is discussing idols – that can mean some kind of worship of the notion of
production to the worship of consumption. Has Industrialization led to some kind of focus
on materialism?



Tip # 3: Number the terms beforehand.  
You may not know the terms beforehand, but preview them anyways, so that you will at least be
aware as the teacher is speaking that those terms will be explained. Because Dr. Levine tends to
speak  quickly,  many students  have  reported  increased  comprehension  of  lectures  when they
consecutively number the terms, and instead of writing the terms during the lecture, just put a
number and a line.  Later fill in the terms that correlate to the numbers and lines in your notes.
This also serves as a good review.

Example of a few Industrial Revolution Terms

Original TERMS: 
primogeniture
Robert Walpole
Jonathan's Coffee House [1773]
Meiji Restoration (1868)

Students often will number the terms and ask themselves questions about the terms.

1. primogeniture - prime usually means first and it is Latin like – is it a legal term?

2. Robert Walpole - British name? Role in Industrial revolution?

3. Jonathan's Coffee House [1773] – A coffee house – is this just one of those fun facts? 

4. Meiji Restoration (1868) – This looks like something from Japan – an event?

After the lecture, review your notes in the evening and write a one paragraph summary of the
main point and scope of the lecture.  If you find questions on ideas or terms that you did not write
down clearly,  do not wait until major assignments are nearly due to find out the answer.  You
should ask the teacher questions.  Moreover, you also may just be interested and want to further
discuss the material with the teacher or fellow students.  The skill of previewing and reviewing for
lecture note taking will help you make better use of your time in understanding and relating to
course material. 

TO SUMMARIZE:
READ ASSIGNED MATERIALS      
PREVIEW AND REVIEW THE LECTURE      
NUMBER THE LECTURE TERMS BEFOREHAND      
BY PREVIEWING AND REVIEWING LECTURE OUTLINES AND NUMBERING TERMS YOU CAN BETTER UNDERSTAND AND
ENJOY THE LECTURES AND CONVERSATIONS THAT HAPPEN IN A CLASSROOM.  


